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Saxon is an open-source XSLT and XQuery processor, licensed under the GNU General Public
License (GPL). Saxon is written by the Saxonica, Inc. Saxonica, Inc. is a private company specialising

in XSLT development. In addition, Saxonica provides hosted XSLT development and hosting
services. Saxonica's XSLT software products include Saxon 5.5 and earlier releases, as well as Saxon
PE 4.0 and earlier releases. Saxon PE 3.2.1 and later releases are available as downloads only. Saxon

5.5 and earlier releases provide some legacy support for XSL 1.0. Saxon PE 4.0 and later releases
provide all of the conformance features of XSLT 2.0 and XQuery 1.0, and full compatibility with the

latest (and greatest) Recommendations of the XSLT 2.0 and XQuery 1.0 specifications. Saxon PE
3.2.1 and later releases are based on the Saxon PE 4.0 and later releases. Saxon PE 3.2.1 and later
releases were the first Saxon product to be based on the Standards Track of the Document Object

Model (DOM) Levels 1.0 through 1.2, and support only the subset of functionality available in those
levels of DOM. Saxon 4.0 provides support for the DOM Levels 2.0 through 3.0. Saxon 5.5 provides
support for DOM Levels 1.3 through 3.0. Saxon is fully Unicode compatible. Saxon is licensed under

the GPL. Saxon is free. Saxon is available for Linux, Solaris, IRIX, AIX, Tru64, HP-UX,
DOS/Windows, and Mac OS X. Saxon is available for download from the Saxonica Web site, Xalan
is a full-featured XSLT and XQuery processor developed and distributed as open source software.

The product is distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL). Xalan is a reference
implementation of XSLT 1.0, XSLT 2.0, XPath 1.0, XPath 2.0, and XQuery 1.0. Xalan is part of the
reference implementation set of Saxon products, which provides all of the XSLT 2.0 and XPath 2.0
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* The Saxon HTML-PDF generator is the successor to Xalan. * Saxon provides a faithful
implementation of the XSLT and XQuery standards. * Saxon is an OSS project. * Saxon is based on
the Apache XML Project. * Saxon is developed by a community of developers * The Saxon HTML-

PDF generator includes multiple processors, each of which performs one of the language features that
the processor implements. Installing Saxon: * From the Apache software archive. * From a binary

distribution on GitHub. Uninstall Saxon: * From the Apache software archive. * From a binary
distribution on GitHub. Supported Platforms: * Solaris x86, Solaris x64 Licensing: * Saxon is free

software licensed under the Apache License version 2.0. * Saxon is licensed under the Apache
License version 2.0. * Saxon is free software and thus the license is similar to the GNU GPL. * Saxon
is free software and thus the license is similar to the GNU GPL. Intro by Justin Evans (judgege.org)
Sponsored by Apigee and sponsored by Zonbu For more details, please visit: Presented by: Judith
Bent, Apache Software Foundation Justin Evans, judge.org Downloads Saxon Developer Edition
3.1.0-dev2 Saxon Community Edition 3.1.0 Main Features Saxon is a full implementation of the
XSLT and XQuery 1.0 and 2.0 Recommendations of 23 January 2007, and provides the "basic"

conformance level of these languages: in effect, this provides all the features of the languages except
schema-aware processing. Saxon has an extensible architecture which supports multiple processors,
providing single pass, multiple pass, or document transformers. Saxon is an OSS project. It has no

corporate sponsorship. Saxon development is driven by a community of developers. Resources * The
Saxon HTML-PDF generator homepage * Saxon is written in Java. * Saxon is the most popular and

trusted XSLT and XQuery processor. Saxon is an OSS project. It is free software and open
09e8f5149f
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Saxon is an open-source implementation of XSLT 2.0 and XPath 2.0, and XQuery 1.0. Saxon
provides "basic" conformance with these languages, i.e. it implements all features of the languages,
except schema-aware processing. Saxon is a high-performance Java library. It uses a different set of
libraries from the JDK. It can be used from C, C++, VB, FORTRAN, Modula-2, Java, PHP, Perl,
Python, C#, Common Lisp, Scheme, Objective C and assembler. Saxon also provides a Windows
DLL and native clients for Windows, but the bulk of Saxon's work is the Java implementation. Saxon
is written in pure Java, so it runs on any platform where Java runs (most platforms). Full support is
provided for XSLT, XPath 2.0 and XQuery 1.0, and the conformance mode that Saxon supports is
called BASIC. The full XSLT 2.0 and XPath 2.0 Recommendation is supported. Of the various "Full
Conformance" libraries Saxon is the most popular. Saxon is supported by a full set of test suites and
developers. Not all implementation fully support the XSLT 2.0 and XPath 2.0 Recommendation,
however, so if the code in question does not work properly, please report this. Saxon is the most
tested and mature XSLT and XQuery processor available. Saxon is popular for its powerful XSLT
and XPath capabilities, as well as the high performance. Saxon should be stable and well maintained.
The test suite includes many open bug reports from over the years. This allows you to know what
Saxon does and does not do. Please report any errors you find in the bug database. Saxon's
performance is good, but Saxon is a very memory-intensive tool, so you should be careful to set it to a
reasonable memory setting in case you have a system with low memory. Saxon has many high-
performance features. However, Saxon is slow when processing code. If you can use Xalan or Xalan-
J, do so. Saxon has options available to configure how the XSLT engine and the XPath engine are
configured. This allows you to configure how Saxon's

What's New in the?

"Saxon is the standard XSLT/XQuery processor for the Java Platform. Saxon is open-source and free.
Saxon implements XSLT 2.0 and XPath 2.0. Saxon is a server implementation of XSLT and XQuery;
it is available as a web appliance or a stand-alone application. Saxon is available on all Java platforms
and can be embedded in any application that requires XML processing capabilities." Source: Saxon
Report: Saxon is the most popular and trusted XSLT and XQuery processor. Saxon implements the
"basic" conformance level for XSLT 2.0 and XQuery. Saxon is an open-source implementation of
XSLT 2.0 and XPath 2.0, and XQuery 1.0. This provides the "basic" conformance level of these
languages: in effect, this provides all the features of the languages except schema-aware processing.
Saxon also reflects the syntax of the final XSLT 2.0, XQuery 1.0, and XPath 2.0 Recommendations
of 23 January 2007. Saxon Description: "Saxon is the standard XSLT/XQuery processor for the Java
Platform. Saxon is open-source and free. Saxon implements XSLT 2.0 and XPath 2.0. Saxon is a
server implementation of XSLT and XQuery; it is available as a web appliance or a stand-alone
application. Saxon is available on all Java platforms and can be embedded in any application that
requires XML processing capabilities." Source: Saxon Report: Saxon is the most popular and trusted
XSLT and XQuery processor. Saxon implements the "basic" conformance level for XSLT 2.0 and
XQuery. Saxon is an open-source implementation of XSLT 2.0 and XPath 2.0, and XQuery 1.0. This
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provides the "basic" conformance level of these languages: in effect, this provides all the features of
the languages except schema-aware processing. Saxon also reflects the syntax of the final XSLT 2.0,
XQuery 1.0, and XPath 2.0 Recommendations of 23 January 2007. Saxon Description
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System Requirements For Saxon:

Minimum Recommended: OS: Windows 7 (64-bit), Windows 8.1 (64-bit), Windows 10 (64-bit),
Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2016 (32-bit and 64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3, Intel Core
i5, Intel Core i7, AMD Athlon64, AMD Opteron Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: 2 GB of dedicated
graphics memory (AMD: Radeon HD 2400 series or newer. NVIDIA: GeForce 8, 9, GTX 100, 200,
300 series)
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